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Introduction 

This paper looks at the place of the search for Christian unity within the Uniting Church in 

Australia (UCA) since its inauguration in 1977.   

In 2002, as President of the Uniting Church Assembly, and at the request of the Primate of 

the Anglican Church of Australia, Archbishop Peter Carnley, I preached at the opening and 

closing services of the Anglican General Synod, and delivered the daily Bible studies, the 

first time in Australia for a non-Anglican. In introducing me, the General Synod thanked God 

for the name ‘Uniting Church’ and thanked the current UCA for its temporary stewardship of 

that name, which would, they said, eventually be the name for all Christians in Australia. 

The place of this search for Christian unity within the self-understanding of the UCA is 

heavily emphasised in the Basis of Union. In Paragraph 1 the three uniting churches declare 

 
1 This paper has been peer-reviewed. 
2 The Reverend Professor Emeritus James  Haire AC is Professor Emeritus of Charles Sturt University (CSU), 
Research Professor of the Australian Centre for Christianity and Culture (ACC&C), CSU, and Professorial 
Fellow of the Public and Contextual Theology Research Centre (PACT), CSU, Canberra. He was the ninth 
President of the Assembly of the Uniting Church in Australia (2000-2003), the fourth President of the National 
Council of Churches in Australia (2003-2006), Co-Chair of the Roman Catholic Church-Uniting Church 
Australian National Dialogue (1992-2004), and a Member of the World Methodist Council-Roman Catholic 
Church International Commission for Dialogue (2002-2014). 
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that they “seek a wider unity in the power of the Holy Spirit” (1971 text). In Paragraph 2 the 

about-to-be-formed Uniting Church declares its desire “to enter more deeply into the faith 

and mission of the Church in Australia, by working together and seeking union with other 

Churches” (1971). In the final Paragraph 18, “She (the Uniting Church) prays God that, 

through the gift of the Spirit, he (sic)…will bring her into deeper unity with other Churches” 

(1971).3 

So this paper considers how, particularly in the years since 1977, this Uniting Church has 

given concrete and practical expression to the ideal of the search for Christian unity. It does 

so against the background of two factors, external and internal.    

External Context 

First, it looks at the international situation of the search for organic Christian unity within the 

ecumenical movement during the years around the formation of the UCA and the years of its 

subsequent history. Second, it looks at a number of major theological concerns within the 

UCA during its history of forty plus years, and examines the extent to which the charism of 

Christian unity formed an integral or driving dynamic in the discourse of those theological 

concerns.    

So, first, we look at the external, and specifically the international, context. There have been a 

considerable number of inter-confessional unions of churches around the world.   Many of 

these unions have come about in, post-colonial, independent, nations, and have mainly 

involved Anglicans, Baptists, Brethren, Disciples, Lutherans, Methodists, Reformed (both 

Congregationalists and Presbyterians) and Evangelicals. The first major union of this kind 

was that of the United Church of Canada in 1925, but the high point of the formation of 

 
3 Bos, Rob and Thompson, Geoff, eds, 2008, Theology for Pilgrims: Selected Theological Documents of the 
Uniting Church in Australia, Uniting Church Press/The Assembly of the Uniting Church in Australia, Sydney, 
pp. 191-205. 
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united churches took place in the years between 1965 and 1972. Frequently discourse within 

the World Council of Churches (WCC), particularly in its Faith and Order Commission 

(F&O), had their effects in national Christian communities twenty to thirty years later, as the 

practicalities of organic church unions and many other theological movements worked their 

way through national systems. It is important to bear this in mind. This was so for the UCA.  

Nevertheless, the movement to create inter-confessional united churches in fact had their high 

point between 1965 and 1972, when in eight years church unions came about in Zambia 

(1965), Jamaica and Grand Cayman (1965), Ecuador (1965), Madagascar (1968), Papua New 

Guinea and the Solomon Islands (1968), Belgium (1969), North India (1970), Pakistan 

(1970), Bangladesh (1971), Zaire (1971) and Great Britain (1972). The inter-relationship 

between these churches on the one hand and the WCC on the other is significant, in that the 

union negotiations of many of these churches had been linked to the discussions within the 

WCC, especially in its Commission on F&O. In South Asia inter-confessional unions 

uniquely also involved Anglicans, in two of the broadest inter-confessional united churches 

internationally, the Church of South India (CSI)(1947) and the Church of North India (1970).    

Central to the experience of these unions has been a dying to former confessional identities 

and a rebirth to a new confessional identity and practice. Parallel to this has also been a 

prophetic calling to advance their divinely given charism of unity for the sake of the universal 

church and the world. 

This movement’s leading proponent and expositor was Lesslie Newbigin, a theologian and 

evangelist of the Reformed tradition, and later a bishop in the CSI, who was to become a 

leading spokesperson for inter-confessional organic unions.4 His work in the theological 

 
4 Wainwright, Geoffrey, 2000, Lesslie Newbigin: A Theological Life, Oxford University Press, Oxford, pp. 81-
134. 
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rationale for the formation of the CSI was then developed as he served as General Secretary 

of the International Missionary Council (IMC). The incorporation of the IMC into the WCC 

at the third assembly held in New Delhi in 1961 heavily influenced the work of that 

assembly. By the 1960s his theological thinking on Christian unity had been developing, and 

would begin to gain wide acceptance internationally. The Australian Council of Churches 

(ACC) sponsored his visit to Australia in 1961. However, as far back as 1947 Newbigin had 

already used the concept of ‘all in one place’, and in 1954 he had maintained that the true 

form of church unity was that “first that it must be such that all who are in Christ in any place 

are, in that place, visibly one fellowship; and second, that it must be such that each local 

community is so ordered and so related to the whole that its fellowship with all Christ’s 

people everywhere, and with all who have gone before or will come after, is made clear”.5   

The ideas developed locally in the CSI union negotiations, as seen in Lesslie Newbigin’s The 

Reunion of the Church 6, developed on an international scale as the IMC and the WCC came 

together.7 The New Delhi assembly in 1961 used the critical words:  

     We believe that the unity which is both God’s will and his gift to his Church is being   

     made visible as all in each place who are baptised into Jesus Christ and confess him as     

    Lord and Saviour are brought by the Holy Spirit into one fully committed fellowship,  

     holding the one apostolic faith, preaching the one Gospel, breaking the one bread, joining   

 
5 Newbigin, J. E. Lesslie, 1955, “The Quest for Unity Through Religion” (Thomas  Memorial Lecture, 
University of Chicago, 1954), Journal of Religion 35: 1, 17-33  
 
6 Newbigin, J. E. Lesslie, 1948; revised edition, 1960, The Reunion of the Church: A Defence of the South India 
Scheme, SCM Press, London.    
 
7 Wainwright, Geoffrey, 2000, Lesslie Newbigin: A Theological Life, pp. 113-114. 
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     in common prayer, and having a corporate life reaching out in witness and service to all  

     and who at the same time are united with the whole Christian fellowship in all places and  

     all ages in such wise that ministry and members are accepted by all, and that all can  

     act and speak together as occasion requires for the tasks to which God calls his people.8    

New Delhi also formally enshrined the necessity of the ‘death-and-rebirth’ principle in 

relation to organic unions: “The achievement of unity will involve nothing less than a death 

and rebirth of many forms of church life as we have known them. We believe that nothing 

less costly can finally suffice”.9 As Stephen Neill pointed out at the end of his survey of 

church unions: “The final and terrible difficulty is that Churches cannot unite, unless they are 

willing to die....But until Church union clearly takes shape as a better resurrection on the 

other side of death, the impulse towards it is likely to be weak and half-hearted”.10 As noted 

above, the New Delhi assembly and the decade immediately following it form the high point 

of organic unions. The union of the UCA came at the end of this period, and was a clear 

outcome of such discourse. 

Why, then, did the movement for organic inter-confessional Christian unity decline 

internationally? The following international movements seem to have been the most 

signigficant. First, much New Testament scholarship of the period from the 1970s and 1980s 

onwards claimed to show that the organic unity of the church in the first century did not exist, 

or in not the same way, as had been claimed in the earlier years of the ecumenical movement. 

 
8 World Council of Churches, 1962, The New Delhi Report: The Third Assembly of the World Council of 
Churches, SCM Press, London, p. 116. 

9 World Council of Churches, 1962, The New Delhi Report, p. 117. 

10 Rouse, Ruth and Neill, Stephen, eds, 1967, A History of the Ecumenical Movement, 1517- 1948, second 
edition, SCM, London, p. 495.     
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Second, the entry of the Roman Catholic Church into the ecumenical movement in the 1960s 

as a result of Vatican II had an enormous impact. The generally joyous reception by the 

member churches of the WCC of the Catholic Church’s involvement in the ecumenical 

movement, and in particular its membership of F&O, meant that discussion and debate would 

now be more focused on an international agenda rather than on agendas for national moves 

for organic union. The importance of this new international agenda was demonstrated as the 

Catholic Church’s unity agency was renamed the Pontifical Council for Promoting Christian 

Unity.  So the emphasis shifted from that of national organic church unions to that of 

international bilateral dialogues between Christian World Communions (CWCs).    

Third, after New Delhi the growing influence of the Orthodox Churches within the WCC 

brought much stronger recognition of the role of international ecumenical councils in the task 

of seeking Christian unity.    

Fourth, the emphasis on the variety of models of koinōnia (fellowship, solidarity, etc.), as 

seen in the fifth world conference on F&O at Santiago de Compostela in1993, was regarded 

as a less painful way forward than the ‘dying and rebirth’ trauma at times experienced in 

earler decades in the formation of organic unions.11 This koinōnia concept has in fact more 

recently been interpreted under the format of Receptive Ecumenism, initiated in the 

University of Durham in the UK.    

Fifth, there were major social and political influences, as well as the impact of religious 

pluralism, on the churches, and particularly on the WCC, in the period after the New Delhi 

assembly.   This was part of the ‘paradigm shift’ described by Konrad Raiser, and was seen in 

 

11 Best, Thomas  F. and Gassmann, Günther, eds, 1994, On the way to Fuller Koinonia:  Official Report of the 
Fifth World Conference on Faith and Order, WCC, Geneva.     
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the debates in the fourth assembly of the WCC at Uppsala in 1968 onwards, particularly at 

the assemblies at Nairobi in 1975 and at Canberra in 1991. Organic union began to lose its 

central place, and even at times were seen as dilettante,as churches began to perceive that 

ecclesiastical arrangements should no longer be seen as primary, but that more emphasis 

should be placed on the churches’ common witness in the midst of social evils. Moreover, 

these tasks were seen to be global, and gradually moved to concerns about the unity of 

humanity and the unity of creation.12    

For these reasons the central place occupied by the formation of organically united churches 

in specific localities, particularly in national localities, appeared to be passing. 

Internal Context 

We now go on to the second part of this paper. This paper now examines the ecumenical 

journey of the UCA, and specifically looks at a number of major theological concerns within 

the UCA, during its history of forty plus years. In doing so it examines the extent to which 

the charism of Christian unity formed an integral or driving dynamic in the discourse of those 

theological concerns.    

Issues related to the search for Christian unity in Australia that were significant in the Uniting 

Church after 1977 were varied, some positive and some negative.    

First, the Uniting Church has been a good and faithful national and international citizen 

within the ecumenical movement. The Church has played an important part in international 

ecumenical endeavours, through involvement in the leadership, councils and commissions of 

the WCC, the Christian Conference of Asia, and the ACC and later the National Council of 

 
12 See further in Haire, James, 2017, “United and Uniting Churches”, in Wainwright, Geoffrey and McPartlan, 
Paul, eds, The Oxford Handbook of Ecumenical Studies, Oxford University Press, Oxford Handbooks online, 
Oxford. 
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Churches in Australia (NCCA). It has provided leading staff and committed members to these 

bodies. Its members have been leaders in the international commissions for dialogue between 

the CWCs. It shared in the hosting of the 1991 WCC assembly in Canberra. It made an 

important contribution to the ecumenical movement in the Special Commission of the WCC 

relating to the Orthodox Churches. In Australia, it shared in the expansion of the ACC into 

the NCCA, and participated in producing the widely-ecumenical common Certificate of 

Baptism.  

Second, initially the ecumenical question, especially the search for Christian unity in 

Australia, seemed to feature to a considerable extent in the life of the UCA. Great emphasis 

was given to the inter-confessional dialogues, particularly to those where the possibility of 

inter-confessional organic unity could be envisaged (dialogues with Anglicans, Lutherans and 

the Churches of Christ, as examples). In fact, from the very beginning of church union 

negotiations in Australia in 1901, and the fits and starts of the negotiations, culminating in the 

final negotiations from the 1950s onwards, Anglicans and Baptists had shown more or less 

interest in being involved, in addition to the three uniting churches. At its high point since 

1977 there were ten active national ecumenical dialogues.    

Third, an ecumenical vision was initially constantly seen in internal UCA theological 

discourse. Let us look at a number of examples. A clear example was seen in the unfinished 

business of church union negotiations in the issue of the Ministry of Deacon, which was 

resolved in the 1990s. By 1977 the newly formed UCA had left a number of matters to be 

clarified after union. In contrast to this, prior to its own act of union in 2004, the Protestant 

Church in the Netherlands had the long Samen op Weg (‘Together on the Way’) process so as 

to clarify precisely more areas of agreed faith and practice than had occurred in the UCA at 

union in 1977. So the understanding of the Ministry of Deacon in the UCA needed to be 

clarified after 1977. The concluding theological discourse on the Diaconate, and the reports 
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presented to the six and the seventh assembles (1991 and 1994) were consciously carried out 

within an ecumenical theological framework. Here the influence of the Commission on 

Doctrine, and its ecumenical vision, were crucial.13 Again, this was clearly seen in the earlier 

theological discourse regarding the introduction of Bishops, specifically Bishops-in-

Presbytery, and the report presented to the fifth assembly in1988.14 

Further, it was seen in the agreement to delete the ‘filioque’ from the UCA’s use of the 

Nicaeo-Constantinopolitan Creed, as agreed at the seventh assembly in 1994, although this 

move was not in common with other parts of the Western Church in Australia.   Moreover, 

perhaps the most observable demonstration of the centrality of the charism in the UCA in the 

search for organic church unity was seen in the work of the Commission on Liturgy and its 

production of Uniting in Worship 1. This was a high point in the UCA’s ecumenical vision 

for organic union. Uniting in Worship 2 followed in that tradition, but did not demonstrate 

that high point of a search for organic union to such a degree. This had, of course, also been 

the aim of the Australian Hymn Book, its Supplement, and Together in Song.15 

However, over time, this ecumenical vision, particularly in terms of organic unity, seemed to 

decline. The involvement with the international ecumenical movement remained, and the 

discourse there of declining interest in organic union influenced the UCA. As a result, the 

UCA, in terms of achieving new organic unions, has done no more than the Anglican Church 

of Australia, which does not claim this particular charism to the extent that the UCA does.   

For the ecumenical consciousness of church leaders, it is true that the influence of the Student 

 
13 Bos, Rob and Thompson, Geoff, eds, 2008, Theology for Pilgrims, pp. 322-421, especially 337-341, 394-397. 
 
14 Assembly, Uniting Church in Australia, Bishops in the Uniting Church, 1988; see too Bos, Rob and 
Thompson, Geoff, eds, 2008, Theology for Pilgrims, pp. 251-254. 
 
15 Pitman, Julia, 2009, “Unity, ecumenism and inculturation in the worship of The Uniting Church in Australia”, 
Chapter 5, in Burns, Stephen and Monro, Anita, eds, Christian Worship in Australia: Inculturating the liturgical 
tradition,  St Pauls Publications, Strathfield, NSW, pp. 69-89.   
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Christian Movement (SCM) has largely disappeared. Nevertheless, the presence of 

ecumenical theological education consortia in the state capital cities have until recently 

played an important part in stimulating ecumenical consciousness.     

However, other factors can be noted. First, the number of active dialogues declined, from the 

high point of around ten to around four. It is true that in 2004, at the NCCA Forum, the UCA 

shared in the signing of the very significant Covenant, largely on practical arrangements, with 

other Australian churches, in St. Peter’s Cathedral, Adelaide. It is also true that there have 

been limited agreements with the Anglican and Lutheran Churches in Australia over co-

operation in a very limited number of parishes, and in co-operation with the Roman Catholic 

Church over marriage. However, these agreements also depended on the agreements of local 

denominational leadership (dioceses, districts and presbyteries).    

Second, the more recent theological discourses on issues including the theology of the 

environment and ecotheology, the relationship of Christianity with indigenous spirituality, 

and human sexuality, appeared to evoke less and less interaction with an ecumenical vision, 

and minimal, if any, discourse with other churches. In these discussions within the UCA, it 

seemed to be less required that a central point for any such discourse should be, first and 

foremost, dialogue on the issues with ecumenical partner churches in Australia. This may be 

compared to what happened in Canada after church union there in 1925. After the union of 

the United Church of Canada the new church was often seen as strongly holding on to its gift 

and charism of organic union at the expense of being rather cautious in its relation to other 

issues, for the sake of dialogue with partner churches in Canada. It initially delayed a number 

of theological changes for fear that it might compromise further unions. It seems that the 

central ecumenical vision in theological discourse in the UCA has been replaced by a much 

greater concern for the UCA to be relevant in ‘mission’, which often is related to a projection 

of debatable urban middle-class perceptions as to what is valuable in society. So what was 
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initially a central charism of the UCA, this search for organic Christian unity, has 

decreasingly moulded the UCA’s theological discourse, and has been replaced with 

alternative theological and missional concerns, which subsequently have taken the place of 

that vision. 

Third, the emphasis on the ecumenical vision in theological education has in many places in 

the UCA been replaced with an emphasis on denominational mission.   

Conclusion 

Thus, over a period of forty plus years in the UCA, affected by both external and internal 

factors,  the term ‘uniting’ has changed its meaning from referring to the search for organic 

Christian unity to that of referring to the need to be an inclusive entity relevant to Australian 

society. A major issue for the UCA has been the degree to which its initial and particular 

charism of unity has been maintained as central, or the degree to which the UCA has simply 

settled down as a denomination, and primarily participated in the broader international 

ecumenical discourse or in the national and local theological debates of their place and time.   

Its strengths and weaknesses in relation to Christian unity have largely been related to its 

ability or failure to prosecute its particular charism and to work it through consistently in its 

internal faith and order, and life and work.  

Following the vision of Lesslie Newbigin, the existence of the UCA may be the place where 

the foreshadowing of the vision of Christ’s one body is to be seen, however partially. At the 

fifth UCA assembly in 1988 Ian Tanner, in his outgoing address as President, called for a 

reinvigoration of that vision. It is sincerely to be hoped that, by the grace of God, in future 

years the UCA may be able to be reinvigorated to embrace that vision as central to its 

existence once again. However difficult the way, it is hard to envision the final goal without 
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the organic union of the one body. To that extent the presence of the UCA, in all its 

weakness, still presents a proleptic and eschatological vision of that goal.16 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
16 See quotation from Archbishop Keith Rayner at the union service of the UCA in Adelaide, in Central Times, 
27 October 1977, p. 1, in Pitman, Julia, 2003, “South Australia: Devoted but Battle-Weary”, Chapter 5, in 
Emilsen, William W. and Emilsen, Susan, eds, The Uniting Church in Australia: The first 25 years, Circa, 
Armadale, Vic., p. 132.  


